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Abstract—The zero inflated models are usually used in modeling count data with excess zeros where the existence of the excess zeros could be structural zeros or zeros which occur by chance. These types of data are commonly found in various disciplines such as finance, insurance, biomedical, econometrical, ecology, and health sciences which involve sex and health dental epidemiology. The most popular zero inflated models used by many researchers are zero inflated Poisson and zero inflated negative binomial models. In addition, zero inflated generalized Poisson and zero inflated double Poisson models are also discussed and found in some literature. Recently zero inflated inverse trinomial model and zero inflated strict arcsine models are advocated and proven to serve as alternative models in modeling overdispersed count data caused by excessive zeros and unobserved heterogeneity. The purpose of this paper is to review some related literature and provide a variety of examples from different disciplines in the applications of zero inflated models. Different model selection methods used in model comparison are discussed.
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I. INTRODUCTION

COUNT data with excess zeros are commonly found in many disciplines such as health sciences, medicine, ecology, econometric, finance and road safety. Examples of data with too many zeros from various disciplines including agriculture, econometrics, patent applications, species abundance, medicine and use of recreational facilities are cited in [1]. Zero inflated Poisson (ZIP) model has received a lot of attention and has always been used in modeling count data where the extra variations are solely caused by the extra zeros. For overdispersed count data where the extra variability is caused by excess zeros and also unobserved heterogeneity, recommended models are zero inflated negative binomial (ZINB), zero inflated generalized Poisson (ZIGP), zero inflated double Poisson (ZIDP), zero inflated inverse trinomial (ZIIT) and zero inflated strict arcsine (ZISA) models. The most popular zero inflated models used by many researchers in published literature are zero inflated Poisson and zero inflated negative binomial followed by zero inflated generalized Poisson and zero inflated double Poisson models. ZIIT and ZISA models are newly advocated models which are not widely used and published in the literature. They are suitable for data with extra variability caused by both excess zeros and also unobserved heterogeneity. In addition, ZISA is recommended for overdispersed count data where the distribution is more than a mode. In this paper, we will discuss some published literature concerning the applications of zero inflated models including ZIP, ZINB, ZIGP, ZIDP, ZIIT and ZISA models, and provide some examples in different disciplines. Section II discusses the applications of various zero inflated models. Section III describes the properties of ZIP, ZINB, ZIGP, ZIDP, ZIIT and ZISA models. Section IV explains some model selection methods. A short summary is given in Section V.

II. APPLICATIONS OF ZERO INFLATED MODELS

The applications of Poisson model on count data are based on the assumption that the mean and variance are the same. However, in real life, most of the collected count data are found with variation bigger than the mean. There are many contributing factors to the extra variability. The more common one is due to the unobserved heterogeneity where usually these are the data with long tails. Negative binomial model is recommended in modeling overdispersed count data because it is able to accommodate variance with quadratic function. Generalize Poisson, Poisson inverse Gaussian, inverse trinomial and strict arcsine models are suggested for modeling data where the variance is a cubic function of mean.

Another factor which contributes to the extra variability is the occurrence of extra zeros which results in the observed zeros more than the expected one. Zero inflated models are popularly used to model data with excess zero. They are mixture models that combine a count component and a point mass at zero. Zero inflated models take into consideration the structural zeros and zeros which exist by chance. An overview of count data in econometrics including zero inflated models is provided in [2], [3]. Zero inflated Poisson model is applied when the count data possess the equality of mean and variance. For data with heavy zeros and long tails, ZINB, ZIDP, ZIGP, ZIIT and ZISA are suggested. These models are particularly suitable for data with excess zeros and variances with quadratic functions or cubic functions.

ZIP model was first introduced by [4] by considering an extra zero generating mechanism in a manufacturing process that switches between a perfect state and an imperfect state. Zero inflated negative binomial is designed to model data with population heterogeneity which may be caused by the occurrence of excess zeros and the overdispersion due to unobserved heterogeneity. Many studies show that ZINB model provides a better fit to the overdispersed count data when ZIP is inadequate. ZIP and ZINB models have been widely adopted by many researchers in various disciplines.
which involve psychological research [5]; outcome from HIV risk reduction intervention [6], fitting the count data that are encountered in the field of biometrical, environmental, social sciences and transportation engineering [7]; demand of cigarettes in Turkey [8]; application to falls count data [9] and [10]; insurance claim [11], investigation of young drivers’ motor vehicle crashes [12] and examination of sudden infant death syndrome [13]. Other related studies are found in [14]-[22].

GP, IT, SA models are discrete models with cubic variance functions. Therefore, ZIGP, ZIIT and ZISA are recommended for modeling data with too many zeros and heavy tails. It has been proven that they are able to incorporate overdispersion and excess zeros. ZIGP, ZIIT, and ZISA models always serve as alternatives models when the ZIP models were inadequate and the ZINB cannot be fitted to the data sets. ZIGP model has been used to model domestic violence data with too many zeros [23]. The applications of ZIGP to some overdispersed count data are reported in [24]-[26]. ZIIT and ZISA models are advocated by Phang and Loh and discussed in [27], and [28] but yet to be researched and used extensively by researchers. These two models are proven to be able to serve as alternative models in modeling excess zeros and overdispersed count data while other existing models are not able to provide a good fit. The examples are provided in [27], [28].

III. PROPERTIES OF ZERO INFLATED MODELS

Zero inflated models are mixture models that combine a count component and a point mass at zero. If Y is an independent random variable having a zero-inflated Poisson distribution, the zeros are assumed to occur in two ways corresponding to distinct underlying states. The first state occurs with probability \( \omega \) and the other state occurs with probability 1-\( \omega \) and lead to a standard Poisson count. The zeros from the first state are called structural zeros and from the Poisson distribution are called sampling zeros [29].

The probability mass function (pmf) for ZIP model is given by

\[
\begin{align*}
    P_{ZIP}(Y = 0) &= \omega + (1 - \omega)P_{PM}(K = 0) \\
    P_{ZIP}(Y = y) &= (1 - \omega)P_{PM}(K = y), \quad y = 1, 2, 3, \ldots \\
\end{align*}
\]

where

\[
P_{PM}(K = y) = \frac{e^{-\lambda} \lambda^y}{y!}
\]

The pmf for ZINB, ZIGP, ZIDP, ZIIT and ZISA can be specified in the same way as the zero inflated Poisson model by simply replacing the Poisson distribution with the relevant count distributions such as NB, GP, IT and SA. The pmf for NB, GP, DP, IT and SA models are presented in Table I.

IV. MODEL SELECTION METHODS

Model selection methods like Akaike information criterion (AIC) [30], Bayesian information criterion (BIC) [31], likelihood ratio test (LRT) and Vuong tests [32] are commonly used for model comparison especially among the non-nested models. Nested models are referring to situations where one model is a special case of another. Score test and likelihood ratio test are recommended for selecting nested models. All the zero inflated models discussed in this paper are categorized as non-nested models. AIC, BIC and LRT are model selection methods based on the log-likelihood. LRT is advocated by [33] and has become one of the most popular methods for testing restrictions on a statistical model. AIC and BIC are based on information theory which are commonly used in research because of its philosophical and computational advantages. In general, the smaller the AIC and BIC, the better is the model. The AIC and BIC are defined as follows:

\[
AIC = -2 \log \text{likelihood} + 2k
\]

\[
BIC = -2 \log \text{likelihood} + k \ln (n)
\]

where \( k \) is number of parameters and \( n \) is number of observations.

A model comparison among ZIP, ZIGP and ZIGP regression using AIC statistics and Vuong tests is discussed in [25]. AIC and BIC are adopted in comparing the suitability of

\begin{table}[h]
\centering
\begin{tabular}{|c|c|}
\hline
Models & Pr(K=y) \\
\hline
NB & \( \left( \frac{y+\lambda}{y} \right) \sum_{n=0}^{\lambda} \binom{y+n}{n} \frac{\lambda^n}{n!} \) for \( y = 0, 1, 2, \ldots \), where \( \lambda > 0, p \geq r \) and \( p + q + r = 1 \) \\
\hline
GP & \( \frac{(1+\alpha)^{-1}}{\gamma^{\frac{\gamma}{\alpha}}} \left( \frac{\lambda y^\gamma}{\gamma!} \right) \) \\
\hline
DP & \( \frac{\theta^{\frac{\gamma}{\alpha}} e^{-\theta}}{y^{\gamma}} \left( \frac{\lambda y^\gamma}{\gamma!} \right) \) \\
\hline
IT & \frac{\lambda^\gamma}{y^{\gamma}} \sum_{n=0}^{\lambda} \binom{y+n}{n} \frac{\lambda^n}{n!} \left( \frac{p^r}{q^r} \right) \) for \\
\hline
SA & \frac{\lambda^n}{y^{\gamma}} \left( \frac{\lambda y^\gamma}{\gamma!} \right) \) for \\
\hline
\end{tabular}
\end{table}
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various models, including ZIP and ZINB for analysis of insect count data [34]. Xia [6] introduced the appropriate model-fit indices for comparing the performance of competing models, using data from a real study on HIV prevention intervention by employing Vuong test, AIC and BIC. Vuong’s test is a suitable approach to be used in comparing models whether they are nested, overlapping or nonnested [32].

V. SUMMARY

There are various zero inflated models found in the literature which have been advocated to model data which are overdispersed and with extra zeros. These data are found in various disciplines from public health, economics, epidemiology, psychology, sociology, political sciences, agriculture, species abundance and road safety. ZIP is suggested for data with the occurrence of structural zeros but the count component possesses equality of mean and variance. For data with too many zeros and heavy tails, we recommend ZINB, ZIGP, ZIDP, ZIIT, and ZISA models. The model comparison methods proposed and applied by many researchers are AIC, BIC and Vuong’s test. These methods are found to be suitable in comparing nested and nonnested models.
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